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a b s t r a c t

Recently, ISO/IEC standardized a dataflow programming framework called Reconfigurable

Video Coding (RVC) for the specification of video codecs. The RVC framework aims at providing

the specification of a system at a high abstraction level so that the functionality (or behavior) of

the system become independent of implementation details. The idea is to specify a system so

that only intrinsic features of the algorithms are explicitly expressed, whereas implementation

choices can then be made only once specific target platforms have been chosen. With this

system design approach, one abstract design can be used to automatically create implementa

tions towards multiple target platforms. In this paper, we report our investigations on applying

the methodology standardized by the MPEG RVC framework to develop secure computing in

the domains of cryptography and multimedia security, leading to the conclusion that the RVC

framework can successfully be applied as a general purpose framework to other fields beyond

multimedia coding. This paper also highlights the challenges we faced in conducting our study,

and how our study helped the RVC and the secure computing communities benefited from

each other. Our investigations started with the development of a Crypto Tools Library (CTL)

based on RVC, which covers a number of widely used ciphers and cryptographic hash functions

such as AES, Triple DES, ARC4 and SHA 2. Performance benchmarking results on the RVC based

AES and SHA 2 implementations in both C and Java revealed that the automatically generated

implementations can achieve a comparable performance to some manually written reference

implementations. We also demonstrated that the RVC framework can easily produce

implementations with multi core support without any change to the RVC code. A security

protocol for mutual authentication was also implemented to demonstrate how one can build

heterogeneous systems easily with RVC. By combining CTL with Video Tool Library (a standard

library defined by the RVC standard), a non standard RVC based H.264/AVC encoder and a non

standard RVC based JPEG codec, we further demonstrated the benefits of using RVC to develop

different kinds of multimedia security applications, which include joint multimedia encryption

compression schemes, digital watermarking and image steganography in JPEG compressed

domain. Our study has shown that RVC can be used as a general purpose implementation

independent development framework for diverse data driven applications with different

complexities.

1. Introduction

Security and privacy are very important features of nowa

days communications and information systems. Designing

and implementing such features on the wide variety and

heterogeneity of processing platforms requires crossing the

boundaries of multiple systems (e.g., general purpose PCs/

laptops, smart phones, tablets, network routers/repeaters,

cellular base stations, wireless sensor nodes andmany others)

and implies to be able of porting applications that include

video, audio and data processing components interleaved

with security processing components on heterogeneous
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processing systems. This poses several challenges to the

system designers (including security designers) since port

ability, reusability and top down system designs still are

elusive features on current system design practice.

In order to meet similar challenges for the

implementation independent1 development of video/gra

phics codecs, ISO/IEC has recently standardized a framework

initially called MPEG RVC (Reconfigurable Video Coding)

[2,3] and recently being renamed to RMC, where the M

stands for “Media” to cover the inclusion of 3 D graphics

and audio codecs. The MPEG RVC framework is based on the

asynchronous dataflow programming paradigm [4] and

adopts a computation model defined by the formal language

used to express the dataflow program [5]. The RVC standard

framework intends to provide systems specifications with a

number of distinctive features such asmodularity, reusability,
reconfiguration, implementation independence, code analyz
ability. Modularity and reusability help to simplify the

design of complicated programs by having functionally

separated and reusable computational blocks; reconfigur

ability makes reconfiguration of complicated programs

easier by offering an interface to configure and replace

computational blocks; code analyzability allows automatic

analysis of both the source code and the functional behavior

of each computational block so that code conversion and

program optimization can be done in a more systematic

manner. The automated code analysis enables to conduct a

fully/semi automated design space exploitation to find cri

tical paths and/or parallel data flows, which suggests differ

ent optimization refactorings (merging or splitting) of

different computational blocks [6], and/or to achieve con

currency by mapping different computational blocks to

different computing resources [7]. In contrast to the tradi

tional sequential programming paradigm, the dataflow

programming paradigm is ideally suited for such optimiza

tions thanks to its data driven nature.

Just like the video codecs and other signal processing

systems, cryptosystems such as ciphers and security pro

tocols are also data driven in nature so it is quite natural to

specify and design them as dataflow systems.

In this paper, we extend our recently published work

on secure computing with the RVC framework in two

conference papers [1,8] and report some new results we

obtained after the above two papers were published. More

specifically, this paper presents a global view of our

investigations on how the RVC framework can be effec

tively used to address the above mentioned system design

challenges for secure computing on diverse platforms.

To support development of different kinds of secure

computing applications with the RVC framework, we first

developed a general purpose library of cryptographic pri

mitives called Crypto Tools Library (CTL), which is an open

and implementation independent cryptographic library

used in all RVC based secure computing applications we

developed. The availability of these cryptographic primi

tives as reusable components in a general purpose library

allows developers and researchers to build more compli

cated applications involving cryptography with ease. The

cryptosystems included in CTL also allowed us to carry out

some run time performance benchmarking studies on both

single core and multi core systems, which led to the

positive conclusion that the automatic code generation step

of the RVC framework does not compromise the run time

performance of the synthesized implementations. In addi

tion, the CTL can also serve as a simpler, but still sufficiently

rich test bed for further improvement of supporting tools of

the RVC framework.

Based on CTL, we developed a number of secure

computing applications to investigate the potential of

RVC for secure computing as a new programming envir

onment. These applications include: an hash tree, a secur

ity protocol for mutual authentication which involves both

hardware and software components, and a number of

multimedia security applications. All applications have

been functionally validated by generating real implemen

tations executable on various targeted platforms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we give a brief overview of related work, focusing on a

comparison (1) between the RVC and other existing dataflow

solutions, (2) between CTL and other existing cryptographic

libraries and systems. Section 3 gives a brief overview of the

dataflow programming languages specified in RVC standard

and available supporting tools. Section 4 discusses our

motivation behind the reported work and challenges we

met in applying the RVC framework to secure computing,

and how our study helped to evolve the RVC framework and

related supporting tools, which then made development of

secure computing more easily with RVC. In Section 5, we

formally introduce the CTL by presenting its design princi

ples, list of currently available cryptosystems/utilities and

some system examples of cryptosystems. In addition, this

section also reports the performance benchmarking study of

AES on some single core platforms (two general purpose PCs

and an embedded system). In Section 6 two cryptographic

applications are presented: (1) a hash tree application, which

is specifically designed to study the performance bench

marking of SHA 256 in CTL and to demonstrate the seamless

support of the MPEG RVC framework for multi core systems,

(2) a mutual authentication protocol demonstrating how

RVC supports hardware/software co design. Then in Section

7, we present four multimedia security applications covering

joint multimedia encryption compression, digital water

marking and image steganography are described. In Section

8, the paper draws some concluding remarks on the usage of

the MPEG RVC framework for secure computing applications

and give some directions for future work.

2. Related work

The basic concepts of dataflow can be traced back to the

1960s [4] and the past half century has witnessed the

development of many dataflow model of computations

and development tools (of which some have also been used

1 In [1] we used the term “platform-independent”, where the word

“platform” has a broader meaning than what it implies in programming

languages. Basically, it denotes any computing environment that can

execute/interpret code or compile code to produce executable programs,

which includes both hardware and software platforms and also hybrid

hardware-software systems. Since the word “platform” may cause some

confusion, in this paper we switch to the more accurate term “imple-

mentation-independent”.
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widely in industry), but few formal dataflow languages

capable of expressing a wide range of model of computa

tion. The RVC framework whose standardization work

started quite recently, in fact the first edition was released

as late as in December 2009 [9] tried to build on the most

recent and advanced dataflow developments. A summary of

advantages of RVC over other solutions is given in Table 1.

We emphasize that this comparison focuses on the features

relevant to achieve the goals of this paper, so it should not

be considered as an exhaustive overview of all pros and

cons of the evaluated solutions.2

In addition to the dataflow programming and crypto

graphic development frameworks listed in Table 1, many

cryptographic libraries have been developed over the years

(e.g., Cryptoþþ [29], Cryptlib [30], OpenSSL cryptographic

library [31], Qilin [32], Bouncy Castle [33], PureNoise Cryp

toLib [34], sphlib [35]), but very few can support multiple

programming languages or some other features we evalu

ated in Table 1. Some libraries do support more than one

programming language, but often in the form of separate

sets of source code and separate programming interfaces/

APIs (e.g. [33]) or available as commercial software only (e.g.

[25,26]). There is also a large body of optimized implementa

tions of cryptosystems in the literature [36 42], which

normally depend even more on the specifics of the target

platforms (e.g., the processor architecture and/or special

instruction sets [43,37,38,44]).

Despite the fact that the RVC possesses so many distinctive

features in comparison to other existing alternative solutions,

the wide usage of the RVC framework for different kinds of

data driven systems, especially multimedia (video, audio,

image and graphics) codecs [45 51], also encouraged us to

use the RVC framework to conduct our study on the design

and development of secure computing applications in the

dataflow programming paradigm.

Hence, as the first step of our efforts, we used the RVC

framework to develop a general purpose library we call

Crypto Tools Library (CTL) as the foundation of further

development of more complex secure computing applica

tions such as security protocols and multimedia security

systems. The development and performance benchmark

ing aspects of SHA 2 of the CTL were reported in [1].

In addition, in [8], we highlighted some challenges

being faced by developers while building multimedia

security applications in imperative languages (e.g., C/

Cþþ , Java, etc.) and discussed how those challenges can

be addressed by developing multimedia security applica

tions in the RVC framework.

This paper presents a global view of our study on the

secure computing with the RVC framework and presents

some new performance benchmarking results and appli

cations, which were not reported in [1,8]. More specifi

cally, this paper presents our performance benchmarking

results of AES on different single core platforms (general

purpose PCs, JVMs and an embedded system) and some

improved performance benchmarking results of hash tree

application on a quad core machine. In addition, we also

report two new applications: (1) a mutual authentication

cryptographic protocol highlighting hardware/software

co design supported by the RVC framework, (2) an image

steganography application in JPEG compressed domain. In

the future work, we also give a discussion on the potential

of using the RVC framework for privacy preserving appli

cations in particular those based on garbled circuits [52],

which will allow us to demonstrate how design space

exploitation and parallelism optimization can be done in

the RVC framework.

Table 1

Comparison of RVC framework with other candidate solutions. Candidates with similar characteristics are grouped together. These categories include (1)

high-level specification languages for hardware programming languages, (2) frameworks for hardware/software co-design, (3) commercial products, and

(4) other cryptographic libraries. The columns in the table represent the following features: (A) high-level (abstract) modeling and simulation; (B) platform

independence; (C) code analyzability (i.e., semi-automated design-space exploitation); (D) hardware code generation; (E) software code generation; (F)

hardware/software co-design; (G) supported target languages; (H) open-source or free implementations; (I) international standard.

Cat. Candidate A B C D E F G H I

RVC ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C, Cþþ , Java, LLVM, Verilog,

VHDL, XLIM, PROMELA

✓ ✓

1 Handel-C [10] – – – ✓ – – VHDL – –

ImpulseC [11] – – – ✓ – ✓ VHDL – –

Spark [12] – – – ✓ – ✓ VHDL – –

2 BlueSpec [13] ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ – C, Verilog – –

Daedalus [14] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C, Cþþ , VHDL ✓ –

Koski [15] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C, XML, VHDL – –

PeaCE [16] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ C, Cþþ , VHDL ✓ –

3 CoWare [17] ✓ ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓ C, VHDL – –

Esterel [18] – ✓ – ✓ ✓ – C, VHDL ✓ –

LabVIEW [19] ✓ ✓ ✓ – – – - – –

Matlab [20,21] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ – C, Cþþ , Verilog, VHDL – –

Synopsys System Studio [22] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Cþþ , SystemC, SystemVerilog – –

4 CAO [23,24] ✓ ✓ – – ✓ – C, x86-64 assembly, ARM – –

Cryptol [25,26] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ – C, Cþþ , Haskell, VHDL, Verilog – –

Charm [27,28] ✓ – – – – – – ✓ –

2 This table is slightly updated edition of Table 1 presented in [1].
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and smaller FU networks may be more sensitive to these

overheads than multimedia codecs.
" Except multimedia streaming application and Distributed

Video Codecs (DVC), which are still to be studied in the

RVC framework, most multimedia codecs are not required

to be implemented as heterogeneous systems as both

encoder and decoder can work independently of each

other.3 On the other hand, security protocols nearly always

involve multiple parties and work in a distributed manner,

which requires these protocols to be implemented as

heterogeneous systems. The distributed nature of security

protocols may demand some new features to be supported

by the RVC standard and the support tools. For example,

the hPIN/hTAN system [60],4 requires some build in fea

tures to support the count down timers, event handlers,

and some other components implementing the human

computer interactions. Although native functions and

wrappers can be helpful to support some of these features,

new mechanisms may be devised to support newly

emerging needs of applications.

4.3. How helpful secure computing is to RVC?

Although RVC was successfully used for the develop

ment of multimedia codecs, while applying the RVC frame

work towards the development of secure computing

applications, their slightly different nature frommultimedia

codecs (as discussed in Section 4.2) poses a number of

challenges. In this section, we highlight how those chal

lenges gave us the opportunity to help in evolving RVC.

4.3.1. Evolution of the RVC standard
Although the RVC languages (RVC CAL and FNL) are

general purpose enough to inspire us to use the RVC frame

work for the development of secure computing applications,

they lacked some features that are required to enhance its

support for RVC applications in general. This gave us an

opportunity to evolve RVC and make it even more general

purpose. Some of the notable contributions, in which we

were also involved, are reported in [62 65]. It deserves

mentioning that these contributions were neither solely

driven by us nor targeted any specifics of secure computing

applications (as the RVC standard only accepts features,

which could also be useful for the development of multi

media codecs). Rather, these contributions are quite general

in nature and can be beneficial to RVC applications from all

domains (multimedia, secure computing, etc.).

4.3.2. Evolution of RVC supporting tools
Although existing supporting tools of the RVC framework

have provided a ready to use environment (for develop

ment, automated analysis, design space exploitation, etc.)

for multimedia codecs, similar to the RVC standard these

tools were also developed with only multimedia codecs in

mind. Moreover, at the start of our study these tools were at

the initial stage of their development. This gave us the

opportunity to work closely with the developers of these

tools5 and we helped in testing and suggesting improve

ments to these from very beginning. By testing these tools

with secure computing applications,6 we were continuously

suggesting limitations in their existing components, hence

helped in making the tools as much general purpose as

possible. Some notable limitations were: (1) previously ORCC

did not support large integers and floating point numbers

but they are needed to implement some secure computing

applications, (2) although different modules (Graphiti Editor,

backends, simulator, etc.) of ORCC are fully compatible with

the RVC standard but they did not support Garbled Circuit

protocols with huge XDF networks (see Fig. 3b) [66], hence

demands to adapt ORCC to handle the slightly different

nature of secure computing systems. In addition, we are

currently evaluating TURNUS [67] to assist in automated

optimization/parallelization of garble circuit protocols (see

Section 8 for details). Moreover, our suggestions to the

further development of RVC supporting tools help provide

insights to further refine the RVC CAL languages, which led

to several new constructs in the new editions of RVC

standard (e.g., unit, native, import, I/O system actors, etc.).

4.3.3. Run time performance
Although the RVC framework has a number of distinc

tive and useful features, one straightforward concern of

using it for secure computing is if the high level abstract

nature of RVC and the automated code generation process

will compromise the overall run time performance at the

implementation level so much that the benefit does not

outweighs the costs. Since the target implementations will

be automatically generated from the abstract RVC descrip

tions, one may expect that the run time performance will

be worse compared with implementations written directly

in the target programming languages. But if the run time

performance of these target implementations is found to

be comparable to non RVC implementations, then the

advantages of using the RVC framework can compensate

for the compromise of run time performance.

Except the MPEG contribution [68] investigating frame

decoding rates of multimedia decoders, there were no studies

reporting run time performance of RVC applications on

single core and multi core computing platforms. Hence, one

of the goals of this study is to benchmark the run time

performance of secure computing systems (implemented

with the RVC framework) on both single core and multi

core platforms. Based on the benchmarking results, it can be

evaluated if the RVC can be acceptable as a really useful

general purpose development framework. Our performance

benchmarking studies on some selected cryptosystems and

multimedia security applications are presented in Section 5

and [61], respectively. Some key results of our performance

benchmarking studies were also reported to MPEG in [69 71]

so that the RVC standard and supporting tools can be evolved

(if needed) accordingly.

3 Like all other MPEG video coding standards, the RVC standard also

focuses only on video decoders. But the same principles can be applied

towards the development of encoders too.
4 In [61], we present the hPIN/hTAN system as an example of a

heterogeneous system.

5 The ORCC should be mentioned exclusively as it is our main choice

for the development of secure computing applications.
6 As highlighted in Section 4.2, the nature and complexity of secure

computing applications are slightly different from multimedia codecs.
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4.4. How helpful RVC is to secure computing?

In this section, we highlight the benefits one can achieve

by adapting the RVC framework for the development of

secure computing applications and makes it a unique

environment for them. These benefits are listed below:

" Preservation of structure: Quite often, the very first step

researchers or cryptographers take to design a secure

computing system is to draw the system as a flowchart,

which visually reflects how the data flows from the input

side through all the system components to produce the

output. This is also what we see as schematic flow

diagrams in the explanation of most ciphers and security

protocols (e.g., [72 74,58]). This is not surprising as many

secure computing systems are designed and used for data

security and/or integrity, where data are the center of the

whole system. After the flowchart and the I/O behavior of

each component are finalized, one can start thinking about

how to carry out the programming needed to realize the

system. The data driven nature of secure computing

systems suggests that the dataflow programming para

digm can better preserve the structure of their original

design than the traditional sequential/imperative program

ming diagram.
" Fast development/prototyping: Most imperative pro

gramming languages (like C/Cþþ , Java, etc.) are not

very helpful in maintaining modular and reusable

components, thus do not help much in reconfiguration

and maintenance. By adapting the dataflow program

ming paradigm the components of secure computing

applications are inherentlymodular, reusable, and easily

reconfigurable. These properties are key to make the

development/prototyping and reconfiguration of secure

computing applications faster, more user friendly and

easier. Moreover, the faster/easier reconfiguration also

makes the maintenance far easier. Therefore, it can be

implied that RVC (as a typical dataflow programming

framework) provides a faster development/prototyping

environment than the development environments

based on imperative programming languages.
" Multiple target languages: The implementation indepen

dence of RVC further allows developer of secure comput

ing systems to concentrate on the functional side before

targeting an implementation on a particular platform.

Hence, secure computing applications can be programmed

only once, but be automatically translated into source code

for multiple programming languages (C, Cþþ , Java, LLVM,

Verilog, VHDL, XLIM, and PROMELA at the time for this

writing).7

" Adequate run-time performance: Since secure com

puting applications are highly abstract programs, the run

time performance of automatically synthesized imple

mentations poses a big concern about if the RVC can be

truly adapted as a general purpose development frame

work. As we mentioned earlier, one of the goals of this

study is to investigate the run time performance of RVC

implementations against their corresponding non RVC

solutions and our studies have shown that the run time

performance of RVC implementations is indeed adequate

comparable to non RVC reference implementations.
" Hardware/software codesign: As we highlighted in

Table 1, none of the evaluated cryptographic solutions

(Category 4) supports the development of heteroge

neous systems (hardware/software codesign). But

because of the distributed nature of many security

protocols, the support for the development for hetero

geneous system becomes very important. The RVC

framework is also beneficial in this regard, as it allows

the development of secure computing applications

with heterogenous components involving software,

hardware, and various I/O devices/channels [57].
" Automatic code analyzability and optimization:

Unlike imperative languages, secure computing appli

cations developed in the RVC framework can go

through (semi )automated design space exploitation

at the algorithmic level, which can help to optimize

the algorithmic structure of the secure computing

application by refactoring (automatically identified)

computational blocks, and/or automatically suggesting

strategies to parallelize different computational blocks

of secure computing applications on multi /many core

computing resources. Our study on the automated

analysis and optimization of secure computing applica

tions is currently in progress and is briefly discussed as

future work in Section 8.

5. Crypto Tools Library (CTL)

Crypto Tools Library (CTL) is a collection of RVC CAL

actors and FU networks for cryptographic primitives such

as block ciphers, stream ciphers, cryptographic hash func

tions and PRNGs. Being an open project, the source code

and documentation of CTL is available at http://www.

hooklee.com/default.asp?t CTL.

As mentioned in Section 2, most existing cryptographic

libraries are developed based on a single programming

language (mostly C/Cþþ or Java) that can hardly be

converted to source code written in other languages. In

contrast, CTL is an implementation independent solution,

whose source code is written in RVC CAL and FNL that can

be automatically translated into multiple programming

languages including C, Cþþ , Java, LLVM, Verilog, VHDL,

XLIM, and PROMELA. More programming languages can be

supported by developing new code generation tools for

RVC applications.

In the following, we present the design principles being

followed in the development of CTL, the list of cryptosys

tems currently available in CTL, some cryptosystems

examples from the CTL (highlights the advantages we

claimed in Section 4), and the run time performance

benchmarking of AES on single core platforms.

5.1. Design principles

The CTL is developed by strictly following the specifica

tions/standards defining the implemented cryptosystems.

7 More code generation backends are going to be made in the future,

especially OpenCL, which can be used to support GPUs in RVC.
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However, when it is possible, the CTL FUs are designed to

exploit inherent parallelism in the implemented crypto

systems. For instance, for block ciphers based on multiple

rounds, the round number is also transmitted among

different FUs so that encryption/decryption of different

blocks can be parallelized.

The CTL is designed so that different cryptosystems can

share common FUs. We believe that this can better

support code reusability and ease reconfigurability of the

CTL cryptosystems. In addition, CTL includes complete
solutions (e.g., both encipher and decipher) of the imple

mented cryptosystems.

5.2. Cryptosystems covered

CTL contains some standardized and frequently used

cryptosystems. In the following, we list the cryptosystems

currently implemented in CTL. The correctness of all

cryptosystems has been validated using the test vectors

given in the respective standards or official documents (for

non standards cryptosystems).

" Block ciphers:

○ AES 128/192/256 [72],

○ DES [73] and Triple DES [73,74],

○ Blowfish [75],

○ Modes of operations: CBC, CFB, OFB, CTR.

" Stream ciphers: ARC4 [76] and Rabbit [77].

" Cryptographic hash functions: SHA 1, SHA 2 (SHA 224,

SHA 256) [58].

" Keyed hash message authentication code (HMAC):

SHA 1, SHA 2 (SHA 224, SHA 256) [78,79].

" PSNRs: 32 bit and 64 bit LCG and LFSR based PRNG

[76].

CTL also includes some common utility FUs (e.g., multi

plexing/demultiplexing of sequences of tokens, conversion

of bytes to bits and vice versa, etc.) that are shared among

different cryptosystems and can also find applications in

non cryptography systems. Currently implemented utili

ties are listed below.

" XOR_1b and XOR_8b: bitwise and bytewise XOR of two

token sequences;
" Mux2 and Mux8: merging 2 and 8 sequences of tokens

into a single one;
" Demux2 and Demux8: splitting a token sequence into 2

and 8 sub sequences;
" Any2Bits: converting n bit tokens into binary (i.e., 1

bit) tokens;
" Bit2Any: converting binary tokens into n bit tokens;
" Smaller2Bigger: converting n2=n1 input tokens of bit

size n1 into one output token of bit size n24n1;
" Bigger2Smaller: converting each input token of bit

size n1 into n1=n2 output tokens of bit size n14n2.

In each RVC CAL file of CTL FUs and test beds, there is a

header comments section providing detailed information

about that RVC CAL file: FU name, FU interface (input

ports, output ports, FU parameters), how to use the CAL

file, reference to corresponding standard document, and so

forth. Furthermore, under each folder there is also a

readme file containing a list of all files in the correspond

ing folder.

5.3. Cryptosystem examples

With the objective of giving a feel of how CTL crypto

systems look like, in this subsection, we present AES, DES,

and Blow fish block ciphers as examples of cryptosystems

from CTL. We present the XDF networks for encipher

and decipher along with a brief description about the

associated FUs.

5.3.1. AES
CTL includes two different implementations of AES: (1)

one for the educational purpose, which has been imple

mented by strictly following the AES standard [72]; (2) a

look up tables (LUTs) based optimized implementation

following the Rijndael's optimized reference implementa

tion [80]. In the following, we present both of them.

Standard implementation. Fig. 5 shows encipher and

decipher FU networks of the standard AES implementation

in the CTL. Both have three input ports and one output

tokens, all of type byte. Thus, AES always consumes 16

byte tokens as plaintext/ciphertext and produces 16 byte

tokens as ciphertext/plaintext. The key size and key are

always read at the beginning of the encryption/decryption

process and remains the same until it is not changed. All

the four basic operations are implemented as separate

RVC CAL FUs. The key expansion function (i.e., key sche

duler) is implemented as part of the AddRoundKey FU

since it is not used in other FUs. It should be noted that

both AES encipher and decipher have similar structure.

However, for AES decipher the four basic components are

connected in a reversed order.

To enhance the parallelism of the AES encipher and

decipher, we transmit a token representing the round

index together each plaintext/ciphertext block. This helps

in parallel processing multiple blocks. Hence, each data

block in AES consists of 17 tokens (one round number þ

16 data tokens).

The AES encipher and decipher shown above are

running in the simplest Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode.

Since block ciphers running in ECB mode have the poten

tial risks of known/chosen plaintext attack and chosen

ciphertext attack, block ciphers are often run in other

modes involving feedback of ciphertext and/or use of

counters. Each mode of operation is implemented as a

single RVC CAL FU, which can be connected with the AES

network running in ECB mode to make it work under the

expected mode of operation.

Fig. 6 shows the AES encipher running at four other

modes of operation where AES_Cipher FU in each sub

figure encapsulates AES ECB encipher of Fig. 5a. It should

be noted that, changing the mode from ECB to another

required target mode is just a matter of connecting the

target mode's FU with the basic FU network of AES.

Look up tables based optimized implementation. The main

objective for developing such implementation was to evalu

ate the run time performance of AES when it is implemented

in a way similar to an optimized sequential program. This
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optimized AES implementation follows the look up tables

based optimization algorithm used in the Rijndael's opti

mized reference implementation [80]. We implemented

CTL LUT encipher and decipher as single FU each. Both

FUs contain three actions: (1) readKeyInfo receives the

key size; (2) keyExpansion receives the key and performs

the key scheduling/expansion; (3) encrypt/decrypt

receives the plaintext/ciphertext, performs encryption/

decryption operation and produces ciphertext/plaintext.

Similar to AES standard implementation, both encipher

and decipher FUs of this optimized AES implementation

can also be used with any operational mode FU without

any problem.

5.3.2. DES
Different from AES, DES is more bit oriented. The

current DES implementation in the CTL is based on bit

tokens. Fig. 7a shows the top level FU network of the DES

encipher in the CTL, where the two B2b FUs (instances of

Any2Bits) are used to convert byte tokens to bit tokens

and the b2B FU (instance of Bits2Any) is used to convert

bit tokens into byte tokens. The KS FU is key scheduler

generating round keys. DES is a Feistel cipher that has an

identical structure for the encipher and the decipher

(except the key scheduler), so the top level network of

the DES decipher is the same as the DES encipher except

that KS FU is reconfigured to send keys in a reversed order.

The Core FU network in Fig. 7b is composed of an

initial permutation (IP) FU, a Feistel cipher network, an

inverse permutation (InvIP) FU and the round function

(f) FU, as shown in Fig. 7b. The Feistel network is shown in

Fig. 7c, where the Manager FU controls the dataflow

inside the Feistel network in different rounds and the f

FU network implements the core round function, which is

shown in Fig. 7d. As shown in Fig. 8, the S FU in the f FU

network is further composed of a demuxer FU, eight

parallel 6#4 bit S boxes and a muxer FU.

5.3.3. Blowfish
Just like DES, Blowfish [75] is also a Feistel cipher but

with a different round function f. Fig. 9 shows the top level

FU network of the Blowfish encipher in the CTL. In this

implementation of Blowfish, we have reused the Feistel

network of Fig. 7c, which we previously used to implement

the DES block cipher. The processes of building of Blowfish

sub keys and S boxes have been grouped with the imple

mentation of the round operation in f FU. After 16 iterations

through the Feistel network, the data block streams through

the Final_XOR FU, which XORs last two sub keys with the

data block to generate the ciphertext.

Similar to our DES implementation, Blowfish encipher

and decipher also have an identical structure. An instance

parameter is used to reconfigure f FU to use the sub keys

in either sequential order (for encipher) or reversed order

(for decipher).

5.4. Run time performance benchmarking

Previous work has demonstrated that the RVC frame

work can outperform other sequential programming lan

guages in terms of implementing highly complex and

highly parallelizable systems such as video codecs [45].

However, there were still doubts about if the high level

abstraction of RVC CAL and the automated code genera

tion process may compromise the overall performance to

some extent at the platform level. In this subsection, we

clarify those doubts by conducting run time performance

benchmarking of AES and SHA 256 in CTL against selected

non RVC reference implementations. The results showed

that the automatically generated RVC implementations in

Fig. 6. AES encipher running at different modes of operation. (a) CBC, (b) 8-bit CFB, (c) OFB and (d) CTR.

Fig. 5. AES encipher and decipher in CTL. (a) AES encipher. (b) AES decipher.
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In the rest of this subsection, “Ref. 2.2”, “Ref. 3.0” and

“X N2O” are the short names used to refer to the three

reference implementations of AES 128. Not all of these

three implementations support CTR mode, so the code has

been manually modified to add CTR support.

We select these three implementations because to

make this performance benchmarking study judicial, we

need the reference implementations that follow the same

implementation style and optimizations as our CTL imple

mentations. For instance, Ref.2.2 and X N2O implementa

tions are similar to our CTL STD implementation because

they do not contain any optimizations and are implemen

ted by following the AES standard. Similarly, Ref. 3.0

implementation is similar to our CTL LUT implementation

as both are optimized by using pre computed look up

tables.

Similarly, we also benchmarked the ORCC generated

Java code of AES 128 against the AES implementation

available as part of the Java Cryptography Architecture

(JCA) [83].

5.4.3. Platforms
Our experiments were run on two PCs and one

embedded system. This was done to represent two typical

configurations of today's PCs, one new desktop and one

old laptop are selected. For embedded systems, we

selected a resource constrained wireless sensor mote for

our study. For both PCs, we have conducted this perfor

mance evaluation under Windows and Linux operating

systems whilst our embedded system runs a stripped

down version of Linux operating system. The concrete

configurations of these platforms are given Table 2.

M1 has a dual core CPU so the performance benchmark

ing may be less accurate due to the internal scheduling of

CPU instructions. So we switched the dual core support off in

M1's BIOS setup. Furthermore, the multi task nature of

operating systems may also influence the benchmarking

results, so we ran all our tests under their Safe Mode shell

to minimize such effects.

To generate the executables running under different

operating systems, we selected Microsoft Visual Studio 2008

as the C compiler for Windows XP/7, GCC 4.3.2 for Linux

Debian Live and arm linux gcc 3.4.1 for Imote2 Linux on M3.

For Java programs, we used Eclipse SDK 3.6.1.

5.4.4. Run time performance metric
For each executable running under a specific OS, a

continuous encryption/decryption process was run over

the same test vector of 4096 bytes. We measured the total

number of CPU cycles consumed for the whole encryption/

decryption process and divided it by 4096 to get the run

time performance in cycles/byte. Since we only care about

the core part of the encipher/decipher, the time consumed

in initial inputs and final output is not counted.

On M1 and M2, the CPU cycles were measured using

RDTSC and CPUID instructions of Intel processors [86]. For

M3, we used Cycle CouNT (CCNT) register available in

Intel ARM XScale processors [85]. However, the measured

CPU cycles may vary depending on the availability of

needed data/instructions in the data/instruction cache. To

solve this problem, we follow the suggestion given in [86]

to run the same executables for 100 times and use the

averaged value of CPU cycles as the final measurement.

5.4.5. Benchmarking results
In this subsection, we present the results of our perfor

mance benchmarking study on the CTL implementations of

AES 128 and the corresponding reference implementations

on all three machines.

AES 128 CTR cipher. As mentioned in the previous

subsection, in order to compensate the cache effects, each

executable was run 100 times. Fig. 10 shows the results

Table 2

Configurations of testing platforms.

Platform Hardware and operating system details

Machine 1 (M1): Desktop PC Model: HP Compaq 8000 Elite Convertible Minitower

CPU: Intel Pentium Dual-Core CPU E5400 2.70 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

OS1: Windows 7 Professional (32-bit Edition)

OS2: Linux Debian Live (rescue image kernel version 2.6.26-2-686)

Windows 7 Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment: build 1.6.0_26-b03

Machine 2 (M2): Laptop PC Model: Samsung Q25

CPU: Intel Pentium M 1.3 GHz

Memory: 504MB RAM

OS1: Windows XP Professional SP 2

OS2: Linux Debian Live (rescue image kernel version 2.6.26-2-686)

Windows XP Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment: build 1.6.0_27-b07

Machine 3 (M3): Embedded system Model: Imote2 Wireless Sensor Mote [84]

CPU: Intel ARM XScale PXA271 CPU 415.33MHZ [85]

Memory: 32MB SRAM

OS1: Imote2-Linux (Kernel version 2.6.29.1)

Machine 4 (M4): Quad-core desktop PC Model: HP Centurion

CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q9550 2.83 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

OS1: Windows Vista Business with Service Pack 2 (64-bit Edition)

OS2: Ubuntu Linux (Kernel version: 2.6.27.11)
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using the concepts and techniques used in previous frame

works and extending them to include the support for

multiple programming languages and automated paralleliza

tion (using design space exploitation) targeted towards

multi core and many core (e.g., GPUs, FPGAs) systems. On

one side, this activity will give the cryptographic community

another new (and hopefully also much better) framework

providing implementation independent and parallelizable

garbled circuits. On the other hand, it will also help us to

evaluate and improve the RVC algorithms (e.g., automatic

design space exploitation for the garbled circuits) to support

complex systems beyond video codecs.

More cryptographic primitives. The CTL can be enriched

by including more cryptographic primitives (especially

public key cryptography), which will allow creation of

more secure computing applications. Another direction is

to develop optimized versions of CTL cryptosystems. For

instance, bit slicing can be used to optimize parallelism in

many block ciphers [37,44].

More security protocols. In this paper, we have pre

sented SKID3 as an exemplar application of hardware/

software co design. As the next step, we plan to imple

ment the hPIN/hTAN e banking security protocol [60],

which uses SKID3 as a building block. The hPIN/hTAN is

a typical (but small scale) heterogeneous system involving

a hardware token, a web browser plugin on the user's

computer, and a web service running on the remote e

banking server. We have already implemented an hPIN/

hTAN prototype system without using RVC, so the new

RVC based implementation can be benchmarked against

the existing system.
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